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Chemistry. - "The Apparent Contmcliction between Theo?'y anel 
Practice in the Crystallisation of Allotropie Sttbstances f1'om 
Different Solvents". By Prof. A. S:MITS. (Oommunicated by 

Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAAJ.S). 

1. Derivation of the equation lo?' t!te conneetion between the satu
mtion eoncentmtions ancl tlwse of the internal equilibrium. 

In this communication [ will give in, the first place the thermo
dynamic derivation of the equations derived in the first communi
cation on this subject in simplet· but less rigorous way. 

We shall suppose fol' this pnrpose that in a homogeneous phase, 
a gas phase Ol' a solution, at a definite temperature and pressure 
between two kinds of molecules of the same substance the following 
equilibrium prevails: 

VIA ~ vzB . . (1) 

'Ve further suppose th at in two separate spaces at the same 
temperature We solid substances A and Bare m equilibrium with 
their saturate vapour resp. solution, hence: 

As~AG . . (2) 

Bs~BG . . (3) 

Now we shaH assume th at VI mol. of solid A by the aid of the 
homogeneous ph ase, which is a gas resp. a liquid ph ase, is converted 
into v, mol. ,of solid B 

In the first process, which we shaU considel' now, the homogeneous 
pJ1a.se is thought to be a gas phase, in which internal equilibrium 
prevails, and in the second process the homogeneous phase is thought 
to be a soilltion, in which the kinds of molecules 11 and Bare 
like\Vise in internal equilibrium. ~In these two cases the incl'ease of 
the moleculal' potential ;SvtL must, of course, be the same. 

Hefore proceeding to the fil'st process, I will first observe, th at 
for the increase of the moleclliar potentialor: 

(4) 

may be written: 

;S(v(.t)s=v,(.tSB-VltlsA=v,tLsB-v,(.tGB+V2tLGB-VltLG A+Vl(.tG A-]!I1 (.tSA(5) 

in which (.tG A and (.tGB repl'esent the molecular potentials of A and 

B in the saturate \Tapour. 
For the hetel'ogeneous equilibrium between solid A and its vapour 

and solid Band its vapoul' hold the f'ollowing l'elations: 
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and 
f1sA = f1G A or VlfIsA = V1f1GA • • • (7) 

By combination of (5) with (6) and (7rwe then get: 

2 (Vf1)s = V,fJ,GB - V1f..'GA • • • (8) 

If we now express the internal equilibrium potentials of gaseous
A and B by; I 

then 
'G - , V1f..' .J. - V2f..'G B 

for internal equilibrium, so that instead of (8) we may a]so write: 

~ (Vf1)s = V 2f..'GB - V2fI' GB + VIf.." GA - VI f1G A • (~) 

in w hich V 2f..'G
B 

- 1'2[" JB l'epresents the work done or gained when 

we give the equilibrium potential to v, mol. of gaseous B, which 
possess the mol. potentialof the saturate vapour: and thus , 

v] f..' GA - VI fIG A 

represents the work performed or gained when VI mol. of gaseous 
A are brought from the equilibrium potentiaIon the potentialof the 
saturate vapour. 

These two values for the work are easy to compute. 
We start from the equation: 

df1 = - ndT + vdp (10) 
hence 

(df.t)T = vdp 
or 

(f1)T f vdp = RTlnp + C 

from which follows that: 
f1' GA = RTlnp'A + C 

and f1G A = RTlnpA + C 

or 

hence 

01) 

. (13) 
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In the same way we get for: 

, r CB G 
v,fLGB - V~fL GB = v, RTln --c . .., (14) 

BG 

so that equation (9) now assumes the following form: 

eB
G 

C'A
G 

~ (VfL)S= v, RTln r + V1 R1'ln C . (15) 
BG AG 

Now we can apply the same considerations for the case that the 
homogeneous phase, in which there is internal equilibrium, is a 
solution (second process); then we get instead of equation (15): 

CEL C'AL 
~ (Vf1)S = v2 RTln cr- + VI R1'ln C . (16) 

EL AL 

As ~ (VfL)S has the same value in the two cases, the second 
member of equation (15) will be equal tI{ the second member of 
equation (t6). 

Then follows from equation (15) and (16), that: 

C,VI CVI C,VI CVI 
AL 'AL Ag Ag 

C"2 = CV2 • C,V2 : C V2 

EL EL Eg Eg 

. (17) 

The concentrations provided with accents indicate the internal 
equilibrium concentrations, and those without accents the saturation 
concentl'ations. 

Let us suppose that we have to do with isomers, then: 

VI =V, = 1, 
hence: 

C'.AL CAL C'A CA 
- g. 9 

C'B
L 

- CB L • C'E • CE' • 
9 9 

. . . • . (18) 

This equation is the same as equation (16) in the first commnni
cation. 1) 

If we have the case of polymery, and if e.g. 

VI = 2 and v, = 1 

the general equation (17) passes into: 

C,2 C2 C,2 C2 
AL AL .Ag .Ag 

C'B
L 

= CEL' C'E
g 

: CBg' 

1) See preceding communication p. 361. 

. • . . • . (19) 
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TIJis eq uatioll is again the same as eq uatiol1 (20) In the fil'st~ 

comm unication. 

2. Appcwent contmdiction between tlwory and ]JJ'actice. 

DIl\1ROTII 1), w110 wrote eqnation (18) as follows: 

C/AL CAL 
-=-G. 
C/EL CEL 

(20) 

ha') pointec1 out that, the dil'ection of the isomeration being exclusively" 
depenc1ent on the factor G, this must be independent of the natnre 
of tlle sol vent. 

Experience, says DIlIIROTH, is in r,ontl'adiction with this, fol' it is 
lmown that isomers can be tl'ansformed into each other by ü'eat
ment with different solvents. 

IJl this connection I must point out in the first place that there 
ean be question of a test of formula (20) on1y when we start from 
a solution saturate with respect to A and B in co'ntact with the 
two solid phases. Only in one case there wW then come na change 
in this state, viz. when the temperature of tbe system is exactly 
the transition ternperature of the two soHd phases. In all other cases 
a tl'ansfol'mation wiJl take place independent of the solvent, in which 
the metastable solid modification disappeal's, and the stabie one 
l'ernains. For same systems this transformation wilt pl'oceed slowIj:, 
but th en we must trr to a('celerate the process catalytically. 

\Vben, working in tltis way, we finc1 deviations, it wiII no doubt 
luwe to be ascl'ibed to this t.hat eqll:'1tion (20) is applied to non-icleal 
cases, Ol' to (he case of polyme7's." That practice is l'ea11y in agl'e€lm~n_t . 
with theol'r, can be c1emonstrated in snch a case jn a sirnple way 
by applrcation of the 'I.tnivel'sally holding equation (6) of the preeeding 
cornmllnicalion : 

in the way indicatec1 there. 

That isomel's ean be converted into each other by tl'eatment with 
different solvents is an entirely different phenomenon. By th is we 
undel'stand namely that when e.g. the a-form is dissolved in a certain 
solvent, and we then bl'ing the' solntion to cl'ystallisation in some 
way Ol' other, the ~-form appeal's. 

1) Lieb. Ann. 377, 127 (1910). 
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We should, however, bear in mind that the formnlae discl1ssed 
here l'efer to equilibria, whel'eas the la&t mentioned phenomenon is 
a questioJl of number of nuclei and spontaneous cl'ystallisation. 

I discussed th is qnestion alrea,dy fully on an earlier occasion 1), 

80 that I will only say a, few words about it here. 
Snppose that at a definite temperatm:e and pressure, the sitnation 

of the solubility isotherms aL and bL and that of the line for the 
intel'nal equilibrium in the liquid phase is as is indicated in fig. j; 

B 

o 
C'--~--=----~A 

Fig. 1. 

then we s~e immediately that from an supel'saturate solution, in which 
A- and B are in internal equilibrium, the stabIe modification Ao or 
the metastable modification Bo can deposito Tue liquid Lo is namely 
the slabie satUl'ate solution coexisting with Ao, Do indicating the 
metastable saturate solution, wllich is in equilibrium with Bo. If 
the solutions Lo and Do lie under the point L, i. e. if Do and Lo 
contain more of the pseudo-component A than L, and if these points, 

1) Zeitschr. f. phys. Chem. 84 (1913). 
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as in fig. 1, lie pretty mueb on the B-side, it may occur that in ~ 
consequence of the gl'eater concentl'ation of B tban of A, the number' 
of nuclei for tbe metastable modification Bo reaches tb at value -first, 
at which spontaneous crystallisation sets in. In tbis case, thel'efore, 
the metastable modification d'eposits from the supersatul'ate solution, 
and if under the given cil'cnmstances the velocity of conversion is 
small, the mefastable modification that has crystallized out, con
tinues to exist. 

H, thel'efore, the situation is as Fig. 1 indicates, it is very weIl 
possible that wh en the sta.ble modification Ao is dissolved in e at 
higher temperature, i.e. at sueh a temperatul'e that the internal 
eq1lilibrium is entirely or almost entirely established, the metastable 
form is deposited when the solution is cooled. 

For one solvent the situation will be as is indicated in Fig. 1, 
whereas this situation will be less one-sided when another solvent 
is used, and in th is probably lies the explanation of the fact that 
by means of one solvent from the etabie form the metastable form can be 

B 

C~--~_--.l 
Fig. 2. 
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obtained, whereas another solvent always yields the stable modiflcatÎon. 
If, therefore, the line for the internal equilibrium as Fig. 2 shows, 

lies abo·ve L, Le. if at the considered temperature Bo is stabie, and 
I - "\ 

Lo and Do lie greatly on the A-sido, then for the same reason the 
possibility is to be expected that when Bo is dissolved in C, the 
metastable modification Ao deposits from the supersaturate solution 
at Jower temperature. 

Where this pheJlomenon presents Ïibelf it wiII be an intel'esting 
problem to determine the situatioJl of the points L, Lo, anc! Do at 
a c!efinite temperatul'e, 10 finc! out in this way in how far the given 
explanation is the true one. 

Arnste1'Clam, 24 June 1915. An01'g: C!tP11~. Lab. ol t!te Univenity. 

Chemistry. - "Supe1''<iatumtion ancl 1'elease of sup81'saturgtion." 
Ey DEVENDRA NATH BHA'l'TACHARYYA anc! Nn,RATAN DHAR. 
(Communicatec! by Prof. ERNST COHJ<:N). 

. The older litemtlll'e on supel'satllration, chiefly works of GAY 
LUSSAC 1), SCHWElGGER 2), ZIZ 3), TH0l\1S0N 4), OGDEN 6), and other's, 
~bounds with evidences showing' that the phenomenon is rathel' 
common. 

But aftel' that, the general idea of the chemists was that only 
few sllbstances cOllld form bupersatllrated solutions. 

But noJV a days chemists have recognised again that the pheno
menon is common. Thus LVLENDELÉEl!'l!' [Principles of Ohemistry, English 
translation (1905), p. 93J states that salts whieh separate out with 
water of crystallisation and form several crystallohydrates yield 
snpersatllrated solutions with the gl'eatest ease, and the phenomenon 
is much more common than was previously imagined. OSTWALD 
has studied this case very thoroughly and is of opinion that this is 
verr common. TUTTON also mentions in his book, "Cl'ystals" (p. 238) 
that supersa1Ul'ation is a phenomenon of frequent occurrence. 

-But the reminiscence of tile old ielea is still unconsciously present 
in the pop~Jar mind. Fo!' demonstI'atioll experiments, sodillm acetate, 
or sodium suJphate, or sodium thioslliplmte is inval'iably taken. Also 

1) Ann. Chim. 87, 225; Schw. 9, 70; Ann. Chim. Phys. 11, 301. 
2) Schw. 9, 79. 
3) Schw, 15, 160. 

_ 4) Ann. Phil. 19, 169. 
6) N. Ed, Phil. J. 13, 309 


